A **FREE** six-week academic enrichment program • Transportation, food and on-campus housing **INCLUDED** • **STIPEND** will be provided

Explore four main career pathways: medicine, dentistry, pharmacy & public health, with extensive exposure in nursing, physician assistant studies, veterinary medicine, clinical health psychology, health administration, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and speech, language and hearing sciences.

- **DISTINGUISHED** FACULTY AND COMMUNITY LEADERS
- **ALL SIX** HEALTH COLLEGES ON ONE MAIN CAMPUS
- **HANDS-ON** LAB EXPERIENCE
- **RANKED** NO. 7 AMONG U.S. PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES
- **TOP** TIER RESEARCH FACILITIES
- **ONE OF THE** MOST INVOLVED STUDENT CAMPUSES IN THE COUNTRY
- **ENGAGE** IN RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND SOCIAL EVENTS

**UF SHPEP CONTACT INFORMATION**

- UFHEALTH.ORG/UFSHPEP
- 352-294-8628
- UF-SHPEP@UFL.EDU

Apply to UF SHPEP: www.shpep.org/apply-to-shpep/

"This program was special for every one of us. Although we are minorities, I know that all of my friends in this program are going to be the next generation of health care professionals because this program gave us the necessary tools to accomplish our goals."

Hector Rivera Orozco
University of Puerto Rico
UF SHPEP, 2017

UF SHPEP 2019 Cohort

ufhealth.org/UFSHPEP